
By Beverly Evans

INTRODUCTION
Gaily bedight,
A gallant knight,
In sunshine and in shadow,
Had journeyed long,
Singing a song,
In search of Eldorado

Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado

A man with a dream who loved his
daughters, God, the mountains of
Colorado, and Nature, and most of
all his mountain: Lininger

Mountain. Like the knight in Poe’s 
Eldorado, he boldly rode in search
of his dream. He was a noncon-
formist from the strange curl on top
of his head to the house he built on
top of his mountain with his own
hands—room by room, floor on top
of floor, year after year. This was
Doc Gilbert I. Lininger, an ordinary
man in the history of Jefferson
County, and this is his story.

The youngest of nine children
of Emily and Henry Lininger,
Gilbert was born in LaCygne,

Kansas, on July 30, 1895. When he
was ten, the family was living in
Osawatomie, a small town on the
eastern border of Kansas, where
they had never been very happy.
Three of his older brothers, Carl,
Virgil and Richard, had left home,
moving west to seek their fortunes.

In 1902, Virgil had arrived in
Arrow, Colorado, a lumber mill
town near Rollinsville near the
Continental Divide. He quickly
became a foreman at Wood’s Mill. 
Richard joined him in Arrow and
began working at the mill as well.

For Ten Dollars and
Love and Affection:
The Dr. Gilbert Lininger Story

Left: Gilbert knew immediately that this
was the place—a mountain 7,743 feet
above sea level with a 360-degree
panoramic view of the most incredible
scenery he had ever seen. From the top of
the mountain, he saw Denver and the
eastern plains... and as he turned—Pikes
Peak, Mount Evans, Arapahoe Peak... the
Continental Divide.

This story is
dedicated to
Audrey
Hagler,
who adores her
father, Gilbert I.
Lininger, and
wants his story
to be told.
Without her
help, it would
have never
become real ity.
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their fruit stands to such a high
polish as he had never seen
before.” The family spentthe
night in a prosperous hotel
across from Union Station.
They purchased scratchy long
underwear for the trip and
boarded the Moffat Train #1
to take them to their new home.

On the way to Arrow, the
excited Gilbert rode on the
back platform of the train and
breathed the cool air as the
Colorado panorama passed by.
“He counted more than fifty 
lakes plus many farms and a
few towns as the train headed
into the mountains. Soon they
passed through the rugged
canyons of the Rocky
Mountains and there were
many tunnels. At each tunnel,
he would duck inside to avoid
the ashes and smoke.”

Above: When Gilbert finished the
house, it was four stories high and had
twenty-two rooms, six baths, three
garages, a couple of store rooms, and
many turf-covered decks.

Virgil and Richard wrote often to
the family about the beauty,
excitement, and opportunity that
they had found in the mountains
of Colorado. Virgil managed to
buy the Arrow Hotel for the
family and convinced his mother
to bring the five children still
living at home to Arrow to help
run the hotel.

On April 18, 1906, the family
boarded a train on the Missouri-
Pacific line with a picnic basket
and the faith that they were
bound for a happier life. This was

Right: He wore his
very long, naturally curly
but thinning hair pulled
to the top of his head,
forming a curly bun at
the center of his head
after turning it tightly
around his finger.

the beginning of
Gilbert’s love for
Colorado.

Virgil met the train at
the Union Depot in
Denver. “New sights, 
smells, and sounds
awaited the family.
Gilbert was impressed
with the big Welcome
Arch spanning Seventh
Street near Denver’s 
Union Depot. Greek
merchants were
rubbing apples from



With pick and shovel Doc Lininger and Gilberta hand their father digging the road.This bridge crossed
dug the first trail to the top of the mountain.When Shingle Creek.The original telephone poles were
the girls were not playing, they worked right beside later replaced with steel beams.

During this memorable ride to
Arrow, Gilbert fell in love with the
Rocky Mountains of Colorado.

Standing in three feet of snow in
front of the run down Arrow
Hotel, the family saw the obvious
need of repair and cleaning for the
rustic building of native lumber,
and little decoration inside. The
first job for the family to do was to
put wallpaper over muslin in the
dining room. Though it was ornate
for the mountain town, Gilbert’s 
mother insisted because she felt the
hotel was a reflection of her family.
She kept the hotel open during
renovation for all those who lived
there and also worked at the mill,
and who would have no other place
to live. She ran the hotel as a family
affair and, with the help of the
children, did all of the cooking.

In October, the family closed

the hotel in Arrow for the winter
and moved to Denver. There,
Gilbert attended Sherman
Elementary and would look out
the windows and daydream about
the mountains he so loved. He
knew all about the money his
brother Alfred was earning as a
successful dentist, and he wanted a
share of that good fortune. Still at
West High School, Gilbert was
accepted into the three-year
program at the University of
Denver Dental School. He
received his license in 1915 and
graduated from dental school
when he was nineteen. For a few
months he shared an office with
his brother Alfred.

Gilbert married the daughter of
the minister of his church, Virginia
Young. When World War I broke
out, he enlisted in the Army and
served as a lieutenant in the

Dental Corps in Georgia. Before his
discharge, their first child, Virginia,
was born. In the meantime,
Gilbert’s wife learned ofa dental
practice for sale in Rocky Ford,
Colorado, which they were able to
buy. In the first month, he made
$110. A second daughter, Barbara,
was born.

But then, Gilbert heard that the
economy was even better in
Pueblo and wanted to take
advantage of that growth. So they
sold their business in Rocky Ford,
and on June 1, 1921, arrived in
Pueblo, two days before the
disastrous flood struck.

After the flood, the family
moved back to Denver and
opened still another practice. They
bought a house at 1318 South
Humboldt across from Washington
Park. In December 1922, a third
daughter, Gilberta, was born.
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During the influenza epidemic of
1922, Gilbert’s wife, Virginia,
became very ill. Their baby was
just three months old when
Virginia died of complications
from the flu. Gilbert’s mother, 
Emily, died six
months later. When a hired
housekeeper to help
with the girls did
not work out, he
persuaded a cousin
to leave a very good
job in Kansas to
help him care for
the children. The
girls called her Aunt
Jo and adored her.

Three years later
Gilbert married
Lessie Chartrand, a
nurse at Mercy
Hospital, whom he
had known since
grade school. Both
were members of
Broadway Baptist
Church, and Lessie
had helped Virginia
when she was sick.
In a year, a
daughter, Audrey,
was born to Gilbert
and Lessie.

LININGER
MOUNTAIN
Over the Mountains
Of the moon, Down
the Valley of the
Shadow...

Edgar Allan Poe,
Eldorado

Gilbert yearned for
the rugged, majestic
Rocky Mountains,

wanting his own piece. During the
summer months, Gilbert, Lessie,
and the girls rented a cabin,
Windcrest, in Starbuck, the present
day Idledale, which included a white
horse for the family to ride.

The mare escaped one morning,
leading Gilbert on an adventure
that changed his life forever.

He chased the frisky animal up
along Sawmill Gulch far into the
back country, until he found

Gilbert brought in a huge beer barrel from Coors Brewery to store
the water from the well. He had his daughters go in the barrel and
with a broom and a hose scrub out what beer was left inside. “...After 
all that work, we still had kind of beer water for a couple of years but
eventually it did go away,” recalls Audrey.

Gilbert’s first daughter, 
Virginia, was born during
World War 1, before he
was discharged from the
Army Dental Corps. His
second daughter, Barbara
was born after he bought a
dental practice in Rocky
Ford. A third daughter,
Gilberta was born in
December 1922. When
Gilberta was three months
old, Gilbert’s wife died of 
influenza.Three years later,
Gilbert married Lessie
Chartrand. In a year, a
daughter, Audrey, was
born to Gilbert and Lessie.
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himself at the top of a mountain
between Idledale and Mount
Vernon Canyon. “This is the 
place,” he cried out according to his 
daughter. That mountain towered
7,743 feet above sea level with a
360-degree panoramic view of the
most incredible scenery he had ever
seen. From the top of the
mountain, he saw Denver, the
surrounding plains and the jagged
mountain peaks.

In 1929, he found the owners
of the property, four brothers
Niestradt. On May 1, 1931,
Gilbert recorded a deed for
“eighty landlocked acres” for 
“ten dollars and other valuable
considerations,” including a 
small, vacant, forty-year-old,
rundown house in the valley. He
bought six additional acres, also
for “ten dollars and
other valuable considerations,” 
from Henry Thiede on
June 28, 1932, ensuring access
to the mountain.

With pick and shovel, he and
Gilberta hand dug the first narrow
trail to the top of the mountain. The
trail was very narrow with a sharp
switchback that “scared everyone 
spitless.” At one point along the 
road, to cross a gully, he built a
bridge from logs. Because the logs
collapsed, he had to reconstruct the
bridge with steel I-beams. Late r, the
span became a fill, so he moved the
beams up to the house and used
them in the construction of a car
port and garage.

During the summers, while living
in the old house in the valley, the
family worked on the property. In
the winters, they came to the
mountain to toboggan and play in
the snow. Gilbert built a huge tree
swing for the children and their
friends. He believed in

hard work, but also in having a
good time.

When they were not playing, the
girls worked right beside their
father digging the road to the top
of the mountain or tending
livestock. Gilbert believed in the
saying, “keep a cow and increase 
her for ten years and she will keep
you,” and began
to raise cattle and
horses, leaving the
animals on the
property year
round.
Because “he 

would not start
building without
water,” his next 
project was to drill
a well on top of
his land, for which
the rig had to be
hauled over
county and private
roads. For two
days, they drilled
through only four
feet of solid rock
with a non-rotary
cable tool rig. To
continue drilling,
Gilbert bought a
half interest in the
drill and the well
was completed
after three months.

THE YEARS FROM 1930 TO 1950
...Ride boldly ride,

The shade replied,—
“If you seek for Eldorado!...” 

Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado

During the depression in the
1930s, Gilbert’s dentistry business
was slow. He originated a program
in his Dental Society to provide
dental care for the needy by
having all the dentists take turns
helping. He kept busy in many

civic affairs, such as Lions Club
and American Legion. He also
joined the South Denver Civic
Association. They named him
chair of the Highway Committee,
where he worked for the expansion
of Alameda Avenue west to his
beloved mountains. The only other
roads leading west out of

Denver in 1932 were Morrison
Road and Colfax Avenue.

The expansion of Alameda was
begun as a WPA (Work Projects
Administration) project. “He went
out soliciting the land needed to
accomplish the route and
succeeded in getting about 90 per
cent of it free. His name still can
be found as a witness on most of
those land deeds.” His daughter, 
Audrey, remembers riding with her
dad as he would go from door to
door getting owners’ signatures for
the right of way. She would sit in
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the car waiting for him at each
stop. The construction of Alameda
began at South Knox Court.
Because it was a WPA project, the
work was done with picks and
shovels without heavy equipment,
allowing more men to work.

The year 1936 was eventful for
Gilbert. He divorced Lessie when

their daughter, Audrey, was nine
years old. He began a dental
practice at Alameda and South
Broadway over the pharmacy, an
office that he worked from until
he was ninety years old. The
same year, the Geological
Survey officially recognized the
mountain as Lininger Mountain.
Now, he not only owned his
mountain in the state he loved,
but the mountain also had his
family name.

Also in 1936, he began building
his home at the top of Lininger

Mountain. “It took him three years 
of walking up and down the
mountain just to dig the
basement.” He wanted to do the 
building, and he wanted to do it his
way and he wanted a sound house
that fires would not destroy.

He built the first three rooms
with rock and concrete, and used

treated telephone poles for ceiling
beams. He mixed the concrete for
the walls in a metal box. Steel
window frames and I-beams for the
house were made at Gorrell’s Iron 
Works on South Wadsworth
Boulevard, which he also would
haul up the narrow, winding
mountain road.

Most of the work on the house
was done by Gilbert, the girls,
family and friends. He hired Strode
Ralston, a local stone mason, to lay
rock, and Clarence Thiede, a close
neighbor to help.

To learn the skill, Gilbert worked
beside them. Once he mastered the
technique, he did the rest of the
stone work on the house himself.
The first three rooms were a
kitchen, a dining room, and a
bedroom, surrounded by a huge
patio. Leading from the bedroom to
the patio was a double door through
which Gilbert would pull his bed
many nights to sleep under the stars,
enjoying Nature. The family moved
into the home in the early 1940s.

Soon, Doc Gilbert decided he
needed space to pasture the horses
and cows during the winter. He
purchased one hundred and sixty
acres on Green Mountain south of
the “Hayden Ranch, which stretched 
from West Sixth Avenue to
Alameda Avenue and from Kipling
to Union Street.” Hayden Ranch 
was sold in 1941, and the federal
government built the Denver Arms
Plant for $35 million. Later, “the 
Remington Company and (later)
Henry J. Kaiser operated it as an
arsenal and ammunition works.” 
Now, the Denver Federal Center is
on the site.

Gilbert became involved in
highway matters again and
supported the alignment of Alameda
Avenue instead of Sixth Avenue
from Lowry Air Force Base to the
new Arms Plant. He reasoned that
the road could join Alameda at
South Knox where the WPA had
commenced its earlier project. He
found some support in the
government, “Through the 
construction of this link, Lowry
Field would have better access to
Fort Logan and the new arms plant.
In case of domestic disturbance at
the arms plant, the connecting link
above referred to would be most
desirable and advantageous. In
addition, this

Gilbert believed
in the old saying
“Keep a cow 
and her increase
for ten years
and she will
keep you,” and
he began
raising cattle
and horses.
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highway would serve the
community.” But, Sixth Avenue
became the main arterial.

In the fall, Doc and the girls
saddled up their horses at the top
of Lininger Mountain and
rounded up the livestock. The girls
drove the herd along Highway 40 to
Red Rocks Park and over to
Alameda and Green Mountain. It
took them almost a day to get the
animals to the winter pasture.
During the first year, Doc removed
the frame garage from their Denver
home on South

Humboldt Street and moved it to
the pasture, where he converted it
into a four-room house for the
family to stay in. When the clay soil
on the property was muddy, horses
and girls would walk around with
huge clumps of earth on their feet.

At the end of World War II, GIs
began returning to Denver.
According to Ubbelohde, the
Remington Plant, at its peak, “had 
employed 20,000 workers.” Other 
government facilities also added to
the 78% population growth in the

Denver area. “Denver’s bedroom
community, Jefferson County, was
emerging from its agrarian cocoon
to become a thriving, booming
metropolitan area with huge
shopping centers and suburban
development.”

Gilbert saw this boom as an
opportunity to develop his property
on Green Mountain. He sold the
horses and cows, and drilled two
wells for water. He divided the
property into individual lots, and
built and sold twenty-five homes.
He also deeded

Gilbert was continually working on his home on add another level above. Each addition included a
Lininger Mountain. Sometimes he would decide that bedroom with windows so that he could see the
the view was better above the existing floor and would sunrise and the sunset.
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part of the property to his sister,
Etta Wood. During construction,
the family lived in the four-room
converted garage. “One day a
fissure opened up and drained the
water somewhere else.” Gilbert 
tried to get water from the
Remington Arms Plant across the
street, who received water taps
from Denver Water, but Denver
would not allow any taps for
Gilbert’s development.

To supply water to the homes,
he dug a ditch to Fourteenth and
Kipling. That was not very
successful either, and there were
lawsuits. Again, he took matters
into his own hands, and “the 
dentist spent two and one-half
years hauling water to the foothills
on a sprinkler wagon filling tea
kettles, wash basins, whatever.
Eventually, he mounted a 2000
gallon tank on a truck, built a
redwood water reservoir in the
troubled area and served the
homeowners that way.” Finally, he 
flew to Washington, carrying his
papers in an old, tattered briefcase
and lobbied on Capitol Hill, which,
in time, awarded him Denver
water. The development project
nearly broke him and to the day he
died, he kept that old tattered brief
case.

In 1952, Governor Dan
Thornton appointed Gilbert to the
State Highway Advisory Board, and
Alameda again was one of his
projects. This time he submitted
plans for Alameda to extend
through the Hogback and connect
with State Highway 2 as a part of
the Colorado Federal Aid Primary
System. The proposal was
reviewed, but rejected in favor of
Sixth Avenue. The State Highway
engineer reviewed the plans and
found that the plan involved
“extremely heavy construction

and... considerable expenditure of
funds.” He doubted that the 
“proposed extension could be 
justified in view of its proximity to
our present Sixth West Avenue
Highway, which is capable of
handling a considerable volume of
traffic.” But again, Sixth Avenue 
was given preference over Alameda.

The City of Denver was very
interested in highways at the time,
and the interstate highway system
was proposed and approved for
public defense. “Mayor Will 
Nicholson, and dozens of other
men of influence labored in the
1950s to secure major
transportation arteries for the
Denver area.” Gilbert also 
proposed in 1958, that Highway
285 be rerouted from Morrison
Road to Alameda at the Federal
Center. Alameda could be
constructed to a point just
east of Morrison. The road into
Morrison that exists today
became the scenic route instead.

In 1956, the massive national
interstate highway system was
nearly ready for President
Eisenhower to sign. The portion
serving Colorado was proposed
farther west of Denver. The

alignment was successfully
changed, because a Denver
delegation met with the President
in Washington and persuaded him
to reconfigure the highway.
However, Gilbert wanted the State
Highway Department to realign a
portion of I-70 west of Denver at
Mt. Vernon Canyon and eliminate
part of the steep grade and a sharp
curve. He called the proposal the
Interstate-70-Genesee-Gulch
improvement and pressed for the
highway department to straighten
out the road by adding another
interchange. Unfortunately, the
proposal was never approved, and
the curve he worked hard to
eliminate, has become known as
“Dead Man’s Curve.”

Gilbert married again in the late
1950s. The marriage did not last
long, but another daughter, Emily,
was born. She was thirty years
younger than his fourth daughter,
Audrey.

Following a trip to Hawaii, he
began wearing his very long,
naturally curly but thinning hair in
a style that became his trademark.
He would pull his hair to the top
of his head, forming a curly bun at
the center of his head after
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Gilbert practiced dentistry on Broadway. During the program in his Dental Society that provided dental care
Depression, when business was slow, he originated a for the needy by having all the dentists take turns.

turning it tightly around his finger.
When he wanted to make the
children or grandchildren laugh, he
would undo the bun and let his hair
hang down.

THE HOUSE ON THE
MOUNTAIN
...’Shadow,’ said he,
‘Where can it be—-
This land of Eldorado?’...

Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado

While Gilbert was practicing
dentistry, working on the State
Highway Commission, or dividing
his mountain, he was also working
on his home on Lininger
Mountain. Sometimes he would
decide that the view was better
above a currently existing floor
and would build another floor on
top. Each floor always included a

new bedroom for him with
windows for him to see the sunrise
and the sunset.

In one room, he designed and
built a huge fireplace from native
rock. They would roll the stones
into the room one at a time. Audrey
still recalls the roaring fires he so
loved. Many things in the house
Gilbert had picked up used.

To store water from the well, he
once brought in a huge beer barrel
from Coors Brewery and sat it on
top of the hill. He had Audrey and
Gilberta crawl through a small hole
on the side of the barrel and with a
broom and a hose scrub out what
beer was left. Hagler recalls,
laughing, that “after all that work, 
they still had kind of beer water for
a couple of years, but that slowly
went away.” A few years later, he 
replaced the barrel

with a huge tank car from the
railroad. The barrel was moved to
the foot of the mountain and the
tank car is now buried somewhere
under the house.

While the girls were growing up
and living on the mountain, they
watched from the windows for
their dad’s caras he came home
from his dental office. Often, he
would bring a “ten-cent chunk of
ice” on the bumper of the car, 
which he had bought before he left
town. When they spotted his car
coming up the road, they would
run downstairs and start making
the gravy for the night’s dinner. 
For dessert, they would crush the
ice in a gunnysack and mix it with
the milk from their cows for ice
cream.
Another one of Gilbert’s antics 

was to dig a deep hole at the back
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of the house with his twelve year
old grandson, saying they were
digging for gold or something,

which they worked on for days. To
protect their work, Gilbert covered
it with old wood. Soon, the project
was abandoned and forgotten. Many
years later, Gilbert marked his
mountain and his grave with his
name and birth date etched on a
large moss rock just above the
abandoned adventure.

By the time he
finished adding to the
house, it was four
sto ries tall and “th e re 
we re twenty-one rooms,
six baths, three garages,
a couple of sto re
rooms, and many turfc
overed decks ,” with the 
American Flag
a l ways displayed
proudly on a pole in the
front. Chuck Dickerson
quotes Gilbert as saying,
“I have touched every 
rock and cinder block in
the house. I would get
up at 3:30 a.m. and drive
to Denver in a truck to
pick up building
materials, and drive back
to the mountain before
6:00.
Then I’d drive to town 
to start my day’s work as 
a dentist.”

DEVELOPING THE
MOUNTAIN

...But he grew old—
This night so bold—
And o’er his heart a 
shadow
Fell as he found No
spot of ground
That looked like Eldorado....
—Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado

Although Gilbert had promised
his girls he would never sell any of
the land above the road, he began
selling tracts of his mountain. In
August of 1949, he deeded three
parcels of land to his sister Etta
Wood, including two pieces of
property on Lininger Mountain. In
June 1950, six of the acres he had
deeded to Etta at the base of
Lininger Mountain were recorded as
eight lots in a plat called

Lininger’s Mountain Subdivision. 
Gilbert was also involved in the
platting process; but after the
subdivision was completed, he
refused to go through a county
process for the rest of the
mountain.

State and County regulations
for dividing land before 1972
allowed the owner of a property to
sell up to five pieces from a larger
piece without platting the property;
but the fifth sale would require
him to plat to meet

specific technical requirements.
Gilbert, and a hired surveyor,
divided his land into about forty
sites, including his home. He then
began selling the mountain in
pieces as Lininger Estates. He
found regulations to divide his
land cumbersome, restrictive, and
unnecessary. After all, it was his
mountain, and his to divide and
sell-off or give away as he saw fit.

On December 23, 1943, he
deeded the original
eighty acres to
Virginia, Barbara,
Gilberta and Audrey
for the sum of “ten 
dollars and love and
affection.” After 
that, parts and
pieces exchanged
hands back and
forth. Portions of
the land were even
sold to people
outside the family.

On May, 5, 1972,
state subdivision
laws changed under
Senate Bill 35. Now,
to avoid having to
go through a county
process, Gilbert
would have all thirty
five-acre parcels and
no residual left with
less than thirtyfive
acres. He
disregarded this new

regulation and thus illegally divided
his eighty acres into at least forty
lots without a platting process with
the County. Frustrated with
Gilbert’s unwillingness to comply, 
the County took Dr. Lininger to
court under the old subdivision
regulations. That resulted in a
decision where “in essence the 
court said we can’t try this case
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on a law that does not exist
anymore. ”

When Gilbert, his attorney, the
then Board of County
Commissioners, and the County
attorneys knew the court was not
going to bring any relief, they
arrived at a resolution on June 19,
1974. The County agreed to issue
building permits on those parcels
that the Doctor had under
contract for sale at the time of the
enactment of Senate Bill 35. Each
parcel owner would sign an
agreement to rezone and plat
those properties upon the request
of the County before they would
be issued a building permit.

At that meeting, a map for
Lininger Mountain was agreed
upon from which legal and illegal
parcels were determined. The
County encouraged Gilbert to plat
the rest of the property. If the
mountain were ever rezoned or if

it were
platted,
property
owners
recognized by
the County as
legal after the
1974 meeting
with Gilbert
and his
lawyer, agreed
to participate
in the process
and thereby
create a legal
plat.

Mary Bunn
recalls that
one afternoon
Gilbert, who
was then in
his nineties,
came in
to have a
meeting with
Arnie Cross, a
Planning

Engineer with the County, who
was involved with another
appointment. Gilbert was asked to
wait in Bunn’s chair at her desk, 
where he could be
more comfortable
than in the lobby.
When Bunn
returned to her
office, she found
Gilbert sleeping at
her desk, “he was 
there asleep quite
a long time. No
one really wanted
to wake him.” She
found him to be
charming and
likeable, but, “he 
never really let go
of his mountain.”

Cross was never
convinced that

Gilbert understood why the County
thought the subdivision or any of
his work was illegal. Whenever there
was someone new at the county,
“Gilbert would seek them out and 
see if he could get them to have the
County change their mind about
how it dealt with Lininger
Mountain.” Until the last few years 
of his life, he kept at it, hoping to
have his way.

Over the years, Cross grew to like
Gilbert. “Even though we were on 
opposite sides of the fence, he
always treated me with respect.
Once in a while he would lose his
temper, but over all he was a very
friendly fellow who was very
generous with his family,” said 
Cross. He remembers that in 1990 a
big family reunion was planned at
the Lininger home. Family members
were coming from all around the
country. Gilbert met with Cross to
understand everything that needed
to be done because he wanted to
present a plan to the family to get
the area platted for all to live up
there.

Gilbert constructed the first three rooms with rock and
concrete and hauled telephone poles up the mountain for
ceiling beams. He hired a local stone mason to lay rock;
but Gilbert worked beside him, learning the skill. Once he
mastered the technique, he did the rest of the stone work
on the house himself.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR Beverly
Evans was born in Durango,
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Edgewater, Colorado, attending
Jefferson County schools. She is
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sons,Tony and Michael. In May
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University

of Colorado with a Bachelor of Arts in Writing
with an emphasis in history and literature.
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Broncos are her passions. Beverly is a planner
for the Jefferson County Department of
Planning and Zoning. For this article, Beverly
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CONCLUSION
...And, as his strength
Failed him at length,
He met a pilgrim shadow.

Edgar Allan Poe, Eldorado

The last family reunion at the
house was held July 30, 1990, to
celebrate Gilbert’s ninety-fifth
birthday. Cross recalls Gilbert
preparing to present his plan to
the family. He had always wanted
to live to be a hundred, but he
became ill with double pneumonia
and, on January 4, 1993, died at
the age of ninety-seven. Unknown
to his family, the County Health
Department permitted him to be
buried on his mountain, and the
grave was already dug. It was the
hole that Audrey’s son and Gilbert 
had dug many years before as a
gold seeking adventure, covered
with branches, and forgotten. The
engraved rock at the head of the
grave, his tomb-stone, has the date
of his death added to it.

Gilbert lived ninety-seven years.
He lived his life working, laughing,

or playing. He
was eccentric,
tenacious and
stubborn, but
thoroughly
charming. His
mental and
physical
strength
enabled him
to build his
dream home
on top of his
mountain. For
forty-five years
he sang in the
choir at
Calvary
Temple, firmly
believing that
God was his
strength. He

left an impression on Jefferson
County with his work on roads, his
subdivision in Green Mountain,
and, of course, Lininger Mountain.

Above the door of his house on
top of Lininger Mountain the
words “God’s Grace” are etched. 
The clear blue sky, crisp pine
scented air, gentle breeze, and a
serene silence surround the house.
The visitor is engulfed by the
passion and love of the man who
created it. Windows everywhere
celebrate the beauty of the world
outside. It was his dream and it
came true. He deeply believed,
“This is the best place to live in 
the whole world.” He loved
God, his family, Colorado, the
Rocky Mountains, his home, and
his mountain—-Lininger Mountain.
He was an ordinary man in
search of Eldorado.
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Unknown to his family, Gilbert had permission from the
County Health Department to be buried on his mountain,
and the grave was already dug. It was the hole he had dug
with Audrey’s son many years before as a gold seeking 
adventure...
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